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Abstract
We prove Ho¨lder type stability estimates near generic simple Riemannian metrics for the inverse
problem of recovering such metrics from the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map associated to the wave equation
for the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
1 Introduction and Main results
In this paper we consider the inverse problem of determining a Riemannian metric on a Riemannian manifold
with boundary from the vibrations measured at the boundary. This information is encoded in the hyperbolic
Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DN) map associated to the solutions to the wave equation. We concentrate on the
stability question, that is if two hyperbolic DN maps are close in an appropriate topology, how close are the
Riemannian metrics? We apply stability results obtained recently by the authors for the boundary rigidity
problem [StU1], [StU2] to study this problem. We now describe in more detail the problem and the results.
Let .M; g/ be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary. We denote by g the Laplace-Beltrami
operator. In local coordinates g.x/ D .gij .x// it is given by
g D .detg/  12
nX
i;jD1
@
@xi
.detg/
1
2gij
@
@xj
:
in˝. Here .gij / D .gij / 1, detg D det.gij /, and we will use freely the convention of raising and lowering
indices of tensors. Consider the following problem8<:
.@2t  g/u D 0 in .0;T / M ,
ujtD0 D @tujtD0 D 0 in ˝,
uj.0;T /@˝ D f;
(1)
where f 2 C 1
0
.RC  @˝/. Denote by  D .x/ the outer normal to @M at x 2 @M , normalized so that
gijij D 1. We define the hyperbolic Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DN) map g by
gf WD
nX
iD1
i
@u
@xi
ˇˇˇˇ
.0;T /@M
;
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where i DP gijj . It is easy to see that if
 WM !M
is a diffeomorphism with  j@M D Id, then  g D g, where  g denotes the pull back of the metric
g. The inverse problem is therefore formulated in the following way: knowing g , can one determine the
metric g up to an isometry that leaves the boundary fixed?
An affirmative answer to this question for smooth metrics was given by Belishev and Kurylev [BK].
Their approach is based on the boundary control method introduced by Belishev [B1] and uses in a very
essential way a unique continuation principle proven by Tataru [T]. Because of the latter, it is unlikely that
this method would prove Ho¨lder type stability estimates even under geometric and topological restrictions.
We also refer to [KKL1], [B2], [KKLM] and the references therein for more uniqueness results in this
direction.
Ho¨lder type of conditional stability estimate was proven by the authors in [StU3] for metrics close
enough to the Euclidean one in C k , k  1 in three dimensions. Ho¨lder type stability estimates were proven
in [IS] and [Su] for the hyperbolic DN map associated to the Euclidean wave equation plus a potential.
The conditional type of the estimate, typical for such kind of inverse problems, is due to an additional
a priori condition of boundedness of the H s norm of the metrics for some large s. It can be considered as a
compactness condition in H s with smaller s. A well-known functional analysis argument shows that under
such compactness condition, the map g ! g (by identifying isometric metrics) must be continuous, once
we know it is well-defined. This was exploited in [AKKLT] and minimal geometric conditions guarantee-
ing the compactness condition were established there in terms of bounds of certain geometric invariants,
depending only on the second derivatives of the metric. The continuity of the map above however, does
not give information about the type of a possible stability estimate, i.e. about the modulus of continuity of
that map, see also [KKL2]. In this paper, we prove Ho¨lder type of stability near generic simple metrics. A
Riemannian manifold .M; g/ is simple, if M is simply connected, @M is strictly convex and any two point
in M can be connected by a single minimizing geodesic depending smoothly on them, see Definition 1 in
next section.
Since simple manifolds are diffeomorphic to the unit ball in the Euclidean space, from now on, without
loss of generality, we consider the case that M D x˝ where ˝ is a bounded domain in the Euclidean space
with smooth boundary.
As we mentioned above, we use recent result by the authors about the so-called boundary rigidity prob-
lem. The latter can be formulated as follows: Let g be a simple metric in ˝. Can we determine g, up
to an isometry as above, from the knowledge of the distance function g.x; y/, known for all x, y on the
boundary @˝? The main result in [StU2] is that for k  1, this is true for a dense open set Gk.˝/ in
C k. x˝/ of simple metrics, and Gk is defined as the set of those metrics, for which the linearized problem,
integrals of 2-tensors along geodesics, is s-injective, see section 2. Moreover, Gk contains all real analytic
simple metrics in ˝.
The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 1 There exist k > 0, 0 <  < 1, such that for any g0 2 Gk and T > diamg0.˝/, 0 < " <
T   diamg0.˝/, there exists "0 > 0, with the property that if
kgm   g0kC. x˝/ < "0; kgmkCk. x˝/  A; m D 1; 2;
with some A > 0, then one can find a C 3. x˝/ diffeomorphism  W x˝ ! x˝ ,  j@˝ D Id, such that
kg1    g2kC 2. x˝/  C
g1  g2H 1
0
.Œ0;"@˝/!L2.Œ0;T @˝/ : (2)
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Remark 1. The condition about the closeness of the metrics to g0 can, of course, be formulated in an
invariant way: for some pull backs  i gi of gi , i D 1; 2, with  i as above, we require that  i gi be "0-close
to g0. One can also study orbits of metrics under actions of such diffeomorphisms and express that condition
as distance between the orbits of g1, g2. We remark also that the a-priori condition on boundedness of the
C k norm of gi , i D 1; 2, can be formulated invariantly in terms of a bound of the covariant derivatives of
the curvature tensor as in [LSU].
Remark 2. One can generalize this result to lower order perturbation of g. More precisely, consider
P D  g CP bj@=@xj C q, where b D fbj g and q are complex-valued. In this case,  is also preserved
under the transformation P ‘ a 1Pa, where a 6D 0, a D 1 on @˝. Once we prove the stability estimate for
g as above, the problem then is reduced to integral geometry problems of recovering the form
P
bjdx
j (up
to d with j@˝ D 0) from integrals along geodesics and to that of recovering q from weighted integrals
along geodesics, where the weight depends on b. Stability estimates for the first one are provided in [BG],
see also [StU1]. The second one is injective with natural stability estimates for generic .g; b/, as follows
from the analysis in [StU2]. Uniqueness of the recovery of P , up to the obstructions above, was proven in
[KL] without restrictions on g, b, q.
The plan of the paper is the following. In section 3 we first prove a Ho¨lder stability estimate at the
boundary. We show that if the DN maps of two metrics are close, then their derivatives on the boundary are
close, in boundary normal coordinates. This follows essentially from the fact that, away from the glancing
manifold, g is locally a pseudo-differential operator, and the normal derivatives of g can be recursively
reconstructed in an explicit way from its full symbol, see [SyU]. In section 4, we prove interior stability,
i.e., we prove the main result. To this end we prove first a Ho¨lder type of stability estimate that proves that
if the DN maps of two metrics are close, then their boundary distance functions are close, too, and then we
apply the results in [StU2].
2 Preliminaries
Definition 1 We say that the Riemannian metric g is simple in ˝, if @˝ is strictly convex w.r.t. g, and for
any x 2 x˝ , the exponential map expx W exp 1x . x˝/! x˝ is a diffeomorphism.
Note that a small C k. x˝/, k  1, perturbation of a simple metric in ˝ is also simple. Next, if g is simple,
one can extend g in a strictly convex neighborhood ˝1  x˝ as a simple metric in ˝1.
The geodesic X -ray transform Ig of 2-tensors, which is a linearization of the boundary rigidity problem,
is defined as
Igf . / D
Z
fij . .t// P i.t/ P j .t/ dt;
where fij is a symmetric tensor. It is known that Igd sv D 0 for any vector field v with v D 0 on @˝. Here
d s is the symmetric differential defined by Œd svij D 12.rivj Crjvi/, and ri are the covariant derivatives.
Definition 2 We say that Ig is s-injective in ˝, if Igf D 0 and f 2 L2.˝/ imply f D d sv with some
vector field v 2 H 1
0
.˝/.
Definition 3 Given k  2, define Gk D Gk.˝/ as the set of all simple C k. x˝/ metrics in ˝ for which the
map Ig is s-injective.
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By [StU2], for k  1, Gk is open and dense subset of all simple C k. x˝/ metrics, and in particular, all
real analytic simple metrics belong to Gk . All metrics with small enough bound on the curvature, and in
particular all negatively curved metrics belong to Gk , see [Sh] and the references there. We have local
uniqueness for the boundary rigidity problem near metrics in Gk , global uniqueness for pair of metrics in an
open and dense set U  Gk  Gk , and a conditional stability estimate of Ho¨lder type, see [StU2] and (34).
To simplify the notation, we denote
k  k D k  kH 1
0
.Œ0;"@˝/!L2.Œ0;T @˝/:
More precisely, if  is the DN map defined above, and f 2 H 1
0
.Œ0; "  @˝/, then kk is defined as the
supremum of kf kH 1.Œ0;T @˝/ over all f as above with kf kH 1.Œ0;"@˝/ D 1. The correctness of this
definition is justified by the following. One can extend any such f as zero for t > " and the so extended f
will be in H 1.Œ0;T  @˝/ with f jtD0 D 0. We can use standard estimates for mixed hyperbolic problems,
see [CP], to show that kk <1, because it can be estimated by the same norm with " D T .
3 Stability at the boundary
We will prove first stability at the boundary. The arguments here are close to those in [StU3, Prop. 5.1] and
[SyU].
Fix a simple metric g0 2 C k , k  1. Extend g0 as a simple metric in some ˝1  x˝ . Let g, Qg be two
metrics that will play the role of g1, g2 in Theorem 1 with some A > 0 and "0  1, i.e., we have
kgk
Ck. x˝/ C k QgkCk. x˝/ M; kg   g0kC. x˝/C k Qg   g0kC. x˝/  "0: (3)
The first condition above is a typical compactness condition. Using the interpolation estimate [Tri]
kf kC t. x˝/  C kf k1 C t1. x˝/kf kC t2. x˝/; t D .1   /t1 C  t2; (4)
where 0 <  < 1, t1  0, t2  0, one gets that kg   g0kC t . x˝/  C.M /".k t/=k0 for each t  0, if k > t ;
the same is true for Qg. For our purposes, it is enough to apply (4) with t , t1 and t2 integers only, then (4)
easily extends to compact manifolds with or without boundary. Set
ı D k   Qk: (5)
Here and below, a tilde above an object indicates that it is associated with Qg. If there is no tilde, it is related
to g.
We need here a highly oscillating solution asymptotically supported near a single geodesic transversal
to @˝. We need to work only locally near a fixed point x0 2 @˝, and let .x0; xn/ be boundary normal
coordinates near x0. Let  > 0 be a large parameter. Fix t0 such that 0 < t0 < "=10, and let  2
C1
0
.RC  @˝/ be supported in a small enough neighborhood of .t0; x0/ of radius not exceeding "=100 and
equal to 1 in a smaller neighborhood of this point. We define u as the solution to (1) with
f D ei.t .x;!//.t; x/: (6)
One can get an asymptotic expansion of u near .t0; x0/ by looking for u of the form
u D ei.t .x;!//
NX
jD0
 jAj .t; x; !/CO. N 1/; (7)
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where N  0 is fixed, gij .x0/!i!j D 1, gij.x0/j .x0/!j < 0. The phase function solves the eikonal
equation
nX
i;jD1
gij
@
@xi
@
@xj
D 1; j@˝ D x  ! (8)
with the extra condition @=@j@˝ < 0. It is uniquely solvable near x0. In our coordinates, the metric g
satisfies gin D ıin, gin D ıin for i D 1; : : : ; n, and @=@ D  @=@xn. By (8), @=@xnjxnD0 D !n > 0.
The principal part A0 of the amplitude solves near .t0; x0/ the transport equation (see [SyU])
LA0 D 0; A0jxnD0 D ; (9)
and the lower order terms solve
iLAj D .@2t  g/Aj 1 ; Aj jxnD0 D 0; j  1; (10)
where
L D 2@t C 2 @
@xn
@
@xn
C 2
n 1X
˛;ˇD1
g˛ˇ
@
@x˛
@
@xˇ
Cg:
The construction of u (see also next section) guarantees that Aj , j D 1; : : : ;N are supported in a small
neighborhood, depending on the size of supp , of the characteristic issued from .t0; x0/ in the (co-)direction
.1; !/. Therefore, the term Qu WD ei.t /P  jAj in (7) satisfies the zero initial conditions in (1). More-
over, Qu satisfies the boundary condition Qu D f with f as in (6), provided that T in (1) is such that 0 < T  t0
is small enough. Write u D Q uC w. Then w D wt D 0 for t D 0, and wj.0;T /@˝ D 0 with T as above,
and .@2t  g/w D O. N /. Using standard hyperbolic estimates and Sobolev embedding estimates, one
can show that w D O. .N k// in C 1, where k > 0 depends on n only. We then replace N by N C k,
and this proves (7) with the estimate of the remainder in the C 1 norm. We emphasize that it is important
that T   t0 is small enough so that the wave does not meet @˝ again (if it does, we need to reflect it off the
boundary, as in next section).
Let 	 , Q	 be two local diffeomorphisms mapping the original coordinates near x0 into boundary normal
coordinates .x0; xn/ near .0; 0/, corresponding to g, Qg, respectively. Let h D 	g, Qh D Q	 Qg, and ' D
	 1 Q	 . Using a partition of unity, one can extend ' in a small neighborhood of @˝.
Theorem 2 For any  < 1, m  0, there exists k > 0, such that for any A > 0, if kgj kCk. x˝/  A,
j D 1; 2, then 9C > 0, such that for some diffeomorphism ' fixing the boundary,
sup
x2@˝;j jm
j@ .g   ' Qg/j  Cı=2m :
Proof. We follow closely [SyU], where it is proven the  recovers the Taylor series of g at @˝ (i.e., that
is the ı D 0 case). Denote ' Qg by Qg again, and work in normal boundary coordinates, the same for both
metrics. Observe first that in those coordinates, in a neighborhood .t0   "1; t0 C "1/  V  RC  @˝ of
t D t0, .x0; xn/ D .0; 0/, where  D 1, we have
.uj.0;T /@˝/ D ei.t x!/
 
i
@
@xn
 
NX
jD0
 j @
@xn
Aj
!
CO. N 1/; (11)
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and similarly for Q Qu. Therefore, @
@xn
  @
Q
@xn

L2.V /
 C


ıkukH 1.Œ0;"@˝/ (12)
C k Qkku  QukH 1.Œ0;"@˝/

C C

:
Notice that ku   QukH 1.Œ0;"@˝/  C N , as ! 1, where C is uniform, if g belongs to a fixed ball in
C k with k  1. On the other hand, kukH 1.Œ0;"@˝/  C with a similar C . Take the limit !1 above
to get  @
@xn
  @
Q
@xn

L2.V /
 Cı:
By the eikonal equation (8), in V  @˝, we have
@
@xn
D

1  
n 1X
˛;ˇD1
g˛ˇ!˛!ˇ
 1
2
; (13)
and similarly for @ Q=@xn. Choosing various !’s, not tangent to @˝, we prove that kg   QgkL2.V /  Cı. By
a partition of unity argument, this is true on the whole @˝. Using interpolation estimates in Sobolev spaces
and Sobolev embedding theorems, we get for any m  0 and  < 1 that
kg   QgkCm.@˝/  Cı; (14)
provided that k  1, see (3).
To estimate the difference of the first normal derivatives of g and Qg, we use (11) again. As in (12), we
have @A0
@xn
  @
QA0
@xn

L2.V /
 C

ıC ıC  1

: (15)
The r.h.s. above is minimized when  D ı 1=2, thus@A0
@xn
  @
QA0
@xn

L2.V /
 Cı1=2:
The transport equation (9) implies that on xn D 0, and on  D 1, we have
@A0
@xn
D   1
2!n
1p
detg
@
@xn
p
detg
@
@xn
 CR;
where R involves tangential derivatives of g only. Therefore,
1p
detg
@
@xn
p
detg
@
@xn
   1p
det Qg
@
@xn
p
det Qg @
@xn
Q D O.ı1=2/
in L2.V /. By (13), (14),
@
@xn
p
detg

1  
n 1X
˛;ˇD1
g˛ˇ!˛!ˇ
 1
2   @
@xn
p
det Qg

1  
n 1X
˛;ˇD1
Qg˛ˇ!˛!ˇ
 1
2 D O.ı1=2/
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for all !’s as above. Set ! 0 D 0 first to estimate the normal derivative of det g   det Qg. Choosing finite
number of !’s, we estimate g˛ˇ   Qg˛ˇ for each ˛, ˇ as well. Therefore, @
@xn
.g   Qg/

Cm.@˝/
 Cı=2 (16)
for any m  0 and  < 1 as long as k  1.
To estimate the difference of the second normal derivatives of g and Qg, we argue as above. First, we
show that, similarly to (15), @A1
@xn
  @
QA1
@xn

L2.V /
 C

2ıC ı1=2 C  1

: (17)
Choose  D ı 1=4 to get that the r.h.s. above is O.ı1=4/. The transport equation (10), including the initial
condition A1 D 0 for xn D 0 imply that for xn D 0 and on  D 1, we have
@A1
@xn
D   1
2!n
1p
detg
@
@xn
p
detg @
@xn
A0:
This implies @2xn.A0   QA0/ D O.ı1=4/ in L2.V /, and therefore the same estimate holds for @2xn.   Q/.
This allows us to estimate @2xn.g  Qg/ in the same way. Proceeding by induction, we prove the theorem. 2
4 Interior Stability
In this section, we prove Theorem 1. The proof is based on the following.
Proposition 1 Fix M > 0, "0 > 0 and let g, Qg be two simple metrics satisfying (3). Then
k   QkC.@˝@˝/  C k   Qk ; 8x; y 2 @˝
with some 0 <  < 1 depending on n only.
Proof. Recall (5) that ı D k   Qk. It is enough to prove the proposition for ı  1. By Theorem 2, one
can assume that for any m  0, there exists  > 0, k > 0, such that
sup
x2@˝; j jm
j@ .g   Qg/j  Cı: (18)
It is convenient to replace the two metrics g and Qg by two new ones, g1 and Qg1, equal in a ı-dependent
neighborhood of @˝. Let  2 C1.R/, .t/ D 1 for t < 1, and .t/ D 0 for t > 2. Let M > 0 be a large
parameter that will be specified below. Set
Qg1 D Qg C 

ı 1=M .x; @˝/

.g   Qg/; g1 D g:
Using the finite Taylor expansion of g   Qg of large enough order and (18), we see that (see also [StU2,
sec. 7])
k Qg1   QgkCm. x˝/  Cı m=M :
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Choose M D 2m=. In particular, the estimate above implies that Qg1 is also simple for ı  1. Without
loss of generality we can assume that (3) is still true for g1 and Qg1. Moreover, one has
j Qg.x; y/    Qg1.x; y/j  Cı=2; 8x; y: (19)
We extend g1, Qg1 in the same way as simple metrics in a neighborhood ˝1  ˝. The advantage we have
now is that
g1 D Qg1 for  1=C  xn  ı1=M ; (20)
where xn is a boundary normal coordinate as above (the same for both metrics).
Next, we will construct an oscillating solution related to g1, similar to the one used in Section 3. To
simplify the notation, the objects below related to g1 are without tildes (and without the subscript 1) and
those related to Qg1 have tildes above them (and again, without the subscript 1). Fix x0 and y0 on @˝.
Assume that
.x0; y0/  ı=2: (21)
We want to show that 2.x0; y0/ 2.x0; y0/ D O.ı0/with some 0 < 0 < 1 under the condition (21) and
then to show that this is uniform w.r.t. x0, y0 as in (21). Then we apply the following argument: if a smooth
function f on a compact Riemannian manifold with uniformly bounded C 1 norm satisfies f .x/ D O.ı0/
outside a set W with diameter O.ı00/, then f D O.ı0/CO.ı00/ as can be easily seen by integrating the
derivative of f along curves connecting an arbitrary point in W with a point outside W .
All constants below will be uniform w.r.t. g and Qg satisfying (3) and in particular, independent of the
choice of x0 and y0.
Consider the geodesic connecting x0 and y0, extended from ˝ to ˝1. Let z0 2 ˝1 n ˝ be a point
on this geodesic such that the geodesic segment Œz0; x0 is in ˝1 n ˝. We assume that .z0; x0/ > 1=C
with C > 0 fixed. Set .x/ D .x; z0/. Then, by the simplicity assumption, since z0 2 ˝1, we have that
 2 C k 1. x˝/, and  solves the eikonal equation
nX
i;jD1
gij
@
@xi
@
@xj
D 1: (22)
Then we construct a solution u of (1) of the form
u D ei..x/ t/ .A.t; x/C v.t; xI // ; (23)
where
kv.t; I /kC 2 
C

: (24)
The construction of u is the same as that in the preceeding section, except that the phase function has
different initial condition and we want to solve it all the way to the opposite side of @˝. The principal part
A of the amplitude solves the transport equation (9). This is an ODE along the geodesics issued from points
in suppA \ .R  @˝/ in (co-)directions r. Let
U D
n
.t; x/ 2 RC  @˝I jt   t0j C .x; x0/ < ı=2=C
o
; (25)
where 0 < t0  1 is fixed, and C  1 will be specified later. Choose a cut-off function 0    1,
 2 C1
0
.RC@˝/ such that supp   U , and  D 1 in a set defined as U but with C replaced by 2C . One
can arrange that j@tj C jrj  Cı =2. Then we solve the transport equation (9) with initial condition
AjRC@˝ D :
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The solution is supported in a neighborhood of the geodesic connecting x0 and y0 of size O.ı=2/, and can
be extended all the way to some neighborhood of y0 by the simplicity assumption. If C in (25) is large
enough, then suppA \ .RC  @˝/ consists of two disjoint components near x0 and y0 respectively, one
of them being supp  U . The other one, let us call it V , is the image of U under translation by all
geodesics issued from z0, passing through U . Because of the strict convexity of @˝, each component is of
size O.ı=2/, at a distance bounded by below by the same quantity. Denote by B.y; r/ the ball centered at
y with radius r . Then V contains the set V0 D V \ B.y0 ; ı=2=C0/, such that on V0, we have A  1=C .
Above, C0 is chosen so that V0 is contained in the translation of the set f D 1g  U under the geodesics
issued from z0.
Then one gets a solution with the required properties except that u does not necessarily vanish in ˝ for
t < 0 small enough but the principal part ei. t/A does. To justify (24) in the C 2 norm, we construct lower
order terms, similarly to (11), up to order N large enough so that after applying standard a priori estimates
and Sobolev embedding estimates, we get the estimate in the C 2 norm.
We reflect u off @˝ at V by setting h D ujV and solving (1) with boundary data  h. Let us call
this solution v. Then v has the form (23) as well, with a different amplitude B instead of A and a phase
function '. The phase function ' still solves the eikonal equation (22) with boundary condition 'j@˝ D 
and is the unique solution with gradient pointing towards the interior of ˝ (the other solution is ). For
B we have BjV D  AjV . Then w WD u C v vanishes on V modulo O. 1/, and is well defined for
0 < t <  WD .x0; y0/C ı=2=C , C  1. We then extend w by imposing zero boundary conditions for
  t  T . Clearly, the requirements on T and " imply that T >  , if ı  1. As above, to justify the
estimate on the remainder, we need to construct the lower order terms up to some order, as well.
We claim that
1

kwkH 1.Œ0;T @˝/  C C
C.ı/

; (26)
where the first constant C is independent of ı (but it depends on M and "0 in (3) as mentioned above). To
prove this, we only need to estimate Ar on U , and Ar and Br' on V . By the definition of , we have
jrj  C on U . Next, we have jArj D jBr'j  C on V as well.
Next, we construct a similar solution Qw related to Qg1. We construct first a phase function Q as Q.x/ D
Q.x; z0/. It solves the eikonal equation
nX
i;jD1
Qgij
1
@ Q
@xi
@ Q
@xj
D 1; QjU D : (27)
The latter equality follows from (20). The other properties of Qw are similar to those of w. Let QV be defined
as above, but associated to Qg1.
On V , we have
.wj.0;T /@˝/ D  2iei. t/ @
@xn
ACOı.1/;
and similarly for Q Qw. Notice that  @
@xn
A

L2.V /
 ın=4=C; (28)
because area.V0/  ın=2=C .
If V \ QV D ;, then we get by (28),
k.wj.0;T /@˝/   Q. Qwj.0;T /@˝/k  ın=4=C   C.ı/: (29)
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On the other hand,
k.wj.0;T /@˝/   Q. Qwj.0;T /@˝/k  ıkwkH 1.Œ0;T @˝/ C C kw   QwkH 1.Œ0;T @˝/: (30)
Notice that kwkH 1.Œ0;T @˝/ is Oı.1/ outside U , as  ! 1. Restricted to U , we get O.ı =2Cn=4/.
Thus,
kwkH 1.Œ0;T @˝/  Cı =2Cn=4 C C.ı/: (31)
On the other hand,
kw   QwkH 1.Œ0;T @˝/  C.ı/: (32)
Combine the inequalities (29), (30), (31) and (32), to get
ın=4  Cı1 =2Cn=4 C C.ı/:
Divide by  and take the limit !1 to get a contradiction.
The contradiction above shows that V and QV do intersect provided that ı  1. Therefore, there exists
q 2 V \ QV  @˝, and p; Qp 2 U , such that .p; q/ D Q. Qp; q/. Since the diameters of U , V , and QV are
O.ı=2/, we get that
j.x0; y0/   Q.x0; y0/j  Cı=2: (33)
Recall now that by our notation convention,  D g1 , Q D  Qg1 above. Combine this with (19) and the
argument following (21), to complete the proof of the proposition. 2
Proof of Theorem 1: The proof follows directly by combining Proposition 1 and Theorem 4 in [StU2].
Indeed, under the assumptions of Theorem 1, it was shown in [StU2, Theorem 5], that for any  < 1,
kg2    g1kC 2. x˝/  C.A/kg1   g2kC.@˝@˝/ (34)
as long as k  1. Apply Proposition 1 to complete the proof. 2
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